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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grades PPI &PPI

Origami
Our PP children of AVN Vida International School, exploring paper folding techniques that excites their
modalities of learning. Origami improves spatial visualization skills using hands-on learning. Such skills allow
children to follow steps, comprehend, characterize, and construct. Origami is also a wonderful activity for pre
math concepts (geometrical skills), enhances thinking skills and improves problem solving skills.
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Vegetable Printing
Children acquire a variety of knowledge through painting activities. We can see the paper or easel filled with an
array of vivid colours just waiting to be explored. Painting is a way for children to do many important things:
convey ideas, express emotion, use their senses, explore colour, explore process and outcomes, and create
aesthetically pleasing works and experiences. Our Children of PP expressed their ideas and developed their fine
motor skill, expand their gross motors and examine cause and effect through vegetable printing activity. They
dipped the vegetables like potato, lady’s finger in water colour and printed on a paper. This activity made our
PP children to know the vegetable designing and taught them to appreciate the nature for providing us so many
valuable things.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade I

Mathematics: Place value activity
On April 16th 2021, Grade I students had an interactive session on place value topic. Place value is an arguably
one of the most important areas of the primary math curriculum. It is important that children understand that
whilst a digit can be the same, its value depends on where it is in the number. They counted 10 objects (by
using different materials like peanuts, straws, pencils, beads, etc.,) and considered it as 1 ten, then rest objects as
ones. They represented these numbers in tens and ones place.
Kids enjoyed exploring numbers by counting different objects and then writing the numbers in their respective
places.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade II

Mathematics: Even & Odd activity

On 22nd April,2021, Grade II had an interactive session on topic, ‘Even & Odd’. They made the activity using
different material like magnets, sketches, pens, magnetic triangles, coins etc., first kids paired up the objects
they collected and then by looking up at the left-over objects they decided whether they had even no. of objects
or odd no. of objects.
Kids enjoyed doing the, ‘Even & Odd’ activity with the material that they found around them.
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EVS : LUNGS WORKING MODEL
On April 15 th & 16th 2021, Grade II had an interactive session with the kids and discussed about the
functioning of Lungs in our body . As a part of the lesson ‘My body’, Topic: Internal organs was presented
through the activity to make child learn and understand the functioning of the lungs in a fun way. Students
actively participated and engaged enthusiastically in making structure of lungs using different materials.
Through this activity students understood that lungs are located on either side of the breastbone in the chest
cavity and are divided into five main sections (lobes). The lungs are responsible for removing carbon dioxide
from the blood and adding oxygen to it. The heart and lungs work together to do this.
What a fun way to engage students in a holistic learning!
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade III

EVS - Identification of food grains and food items:
Students of Grade III actively participated in the activity-based learning on the topic diversity in clothes and
food. In order to promote knowledge on food habits, nutritional values and bring awareness on variety of food
grains grown in India, a game was conducted wherein, each student interacted and identified different food
grains and food items that are prepared from each food grain. They identified and shared about the food items
and their names in different languages. As part of life skill, students also understood the importance and value
of food and one must avoid wastage of food in their daily lives. Students also learnt that nutritional values in
whole grains are that packed with fiber, vitamin E, and healthy fats. In order to build a healthy body and strong
immune system, students understood the relevance of incorporating healthy foods such as grains to be included
in our daily diet. Students enthusiastically engaged in discussion on several variety of dishes and recipes that are
prepared at their home.
Engaging conversation between students helped them to
identified
diversified cultures and home-made cuisines. Students were encouraged to eat balanced diet every day and on
time have their breakfast, lunch and dinner and make healthy food choices.
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MATHEMATICS
A quiz was conducted for grade 3 students on topics such as, additions, even and odd numbers, ascending and
descending order. Students participated in the quiz enthusiastically. Quiz helps students with concentration,

identify gaps in knowledge, build confidence and retain information.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade IV
EVS: Drawing route map from home to the school and labelling the important landmarks, places and
directions.
Students of Grade-IV proactively participated in a drawing activity of road map, route map, or street map as a
part of learning the concept of reading a map and its features. Students were explained about the topic: ‘Map
and its features’ and how they can read the map to look for directions, symbols, key or legend and scale. To
undertake the map reading topic in an interesting way, students were made to create their own maps while they
learnt, were been explained and made them to remember about the places near to their house, neighboring
landmarks, important places, directions and made their maps of their routes from home to school. They turned
out to be creative cartographers making beautiful maps by drawing landmarks and legends and colouring
presented them innovatively. Students displayed their creatively designed route maps that primarily showcased
roads and transport links, buildings, shops, information about their locality and communities. Students
enthusiastically shared their route maps with their peers. The objective of this activity was achieved by
developing their route mapping skills, building children's spatial reasoning skills helping them make sense of
our world and enhance their communication skills.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade V

EVS - Model of the earth showing the representation of latitudes and longitudes.
Students of Grade-V proactively participated in this creative hands-on /drawing activity of a model
representation of the Earth showing different Latitudes and longitudes. In this project-based learning, students
drew the model of the Earth and identified the latitudes, longitudes, poles, equator, prime meridian and the
places located in different hemispheres. Students learnt how to locate the places on Earth with the help of
latitudes and longitudes, identified the lines of latitudes and longitudes on world maps, discussed why these
lines are helpful, and identified landmarks and places with similar latitude and longitude and also compared
their features. Students explained that the lines running across horizontally are lines of latitude, and the lines
running vertically are lines of longitudes. Students learnt about latitudes and longitudes in a fun way by
identifying and labelling and sharing on how marking latitudes and longitudes becomes a helpful mapping tool.
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Science: Experiential learning effective learning
Separation Techniques
A mixture is a substance made by combining two or more different substances in such a way that no chemical
reaction occurs.We can usually separate the components of a mixture by one or many processes, such as
handpicking, filtration and sieving. After demonstration in the class children applied the concept of different
separation techniques by practically doing them, that made the process of learning interesting and students
imbibed the concept well.
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MATHEMATICS
Students of Grade 5 presented Indian and International place value system on a chart by taking different
examples. This activity has helped them to understand Place value system topic in a better way. They also learnt
how to write expanded forms to any given number and confidently presented the in the class.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade VII
Science:
Practical knowledge -long-term learning process
Heterotrophic nutrition in plants
This concept speaks about the plants which can not prepare their own food and depend on other plant for their
nutrition.To enhance the knowledge about it, students made the chart/PPTS showing different types of
heterotrophic plants.They collected the pictures of different heterotrophic plants and pastethem under respective
heads on the chart and wrote ther name in english as well as in their mother tongue.Some students made PPTs
of the same.
It inculcate the interest of the students in the the topic.
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Science
To grow the fungi
Fungi is type of microorganism which plays an important role in nutrition for saprophytic plants such as coral
root and Indian pipe. It converts dead and decaying matter into nutrients.
Students explored the appearance and morphology of fungus by growing it on piece of bread by providing
appropriate conditions, that helped them to understand the structure of fungi.
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MATHEMATICS
Integers, a largest subset of the rational numbers consisting of both positive and negative numbers infinitely can
be operated through the binary operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division and it also
needs to be satisfied with respective properties namely closure, associative, identity, inverse, commutative and
distributive.
Grade 7 students prepared a PPT on properties of subtraction by giving the examples which doesn't
satisfy the associative and distributive properties under the binary operation subtraction. Creating PPT on the
topic helped the students to understand the concept in detail as well as with thought understanding.
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Scholastic and co-scholastic report- Grade VIII

Mathematics:
Rational numbers, what are rational numbers? and how they differ from natural numbers, integers and whole
numbers? The rational number activity was assigned to grade 8 students to let them explore, self-understanding
by practically experimenting on the topic.
The students creatively represented the activity in their own way. They showed the difference between natural
numbers, whole numbers, rational numbers and integers by taken several different examples. The activity also
promoted student’s thinking.

Hindi 2nd & 3rd language

Creative activities help the children in cognitive and intellectual development. Creative activities help the
students to develop many thinking skills, like developing their imagination, concentration and critical thinking.
Keeping this in mind students were asked to search and collect some objects available at home for AA and E,
EE Ke Matra and asked to draw, colour and name any Object starting with E ke Matra
Student participated with full excitement and enjoyed collecting and drawing object for given matra’s.
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Collaborating Against COVID- Workshop -2,3 ( Grade I- X)
‘Human body is miraculously self-healing machine but that self-repair system requires a nutrient-dense
diet.’

Collaborating against Covid’, An initiative taken to fight against covid continued with two more workshops
emphasizing on the importance of maintaining hygiene, including immunity booster recipes in our daily diet,
physical exercises to increase or metabolism and strengthen our immune system. Children participated actively
and also maintained their hygiene record chart.
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Oxford Advantage Training

Oxford Advantage- Continuous Profession Development Programme
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Oxford Advantage team conducted an interactive online training session on, “Oxford Advantage Continuous
Professional Development and contact programmers for product training.” for AVN Vida International School,
Hyderabad.
We would like to thank Ms. Gurjit Kaur Bhatia, for the wonderful session on "Oxford Advantage" an integrated
learning solution program for the school. The session was engaging and all teachers actively participated during
the entire session. The session included on how to use the digital learning platform, learning materials,
assessments, teaching resources and ‘Continuous Professional Development’.
We thank oxford advantage team for conduction this session to enhance the quality of education in our
classrooms.
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